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Abstract. This paper aims at presenting a horizontal approach to the design of communication for joint action in human-robot interaction. According to this approach, social robotics must focus on different parameters of the whole joint action including context, the embedded situation and human psychological profile during the design and test process. Such an approach aims at complementing the standard building-block model that represents the state-of-the-art in robotic communication. Moreover, we provide some general ideas of how the model can facilitate the use of available communicative strategies for creating more efficient culturally sustainable robots in contexts of joint action.
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1. Introduction

The advances of social robotics over recent decades raise several questions about their possible impact on human social practices as well as on human values such as integrity, respect, autonomy or freedom. For example, as Seibt et al. [1,2] emphasize, we know that humans seem to adapt to the linguistic abilities of robots [3] or that the kinematic profile of robots can trigger human mechanisms for motor contagion [4]; however, we don’t know the long-term impact of these factors on social contexts shared with robots and humans. Furthermore, since, in principle, social robotics can exploit different uncontrollable human psychological mechanisms such as empathy [5], the technology could potentially undermine the user's autonomy, for example, her ability to interact with the robot according to her own reasons, wishes or preferences. Finally, the development of care and teaching robots for elderly citizens and children [6,7] raises important questions about the discharge of responsibility of caring for elders or
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educating children in the hands of robots. It is indeed necessary to consider the value of human contact and the importance of the users’ psychological health in these types of contexts. In this sense, a particularly relevant question is whether robots designed to carry out joint actions and collaborative tasks in the company of humans will be able to safeguard users’ psychological integrity and dignity—e.g. not affecting their desires, emotions, preferences—without sacrificing functional efficiency. These types of questions not only serve as guidelines when addressing certain moral issues regarding social robotics but also help us to evaluate the current technical state of the art and the capacity of the discipline to enable robots with the necessary capabilities to carry out collaborative actions while avoiding potential harm to the users’ psychological integrity and dignity.

Several authors have argued that, to properly address the uniqueness of human-robot interaction, we must consider the interaction as a holistic and contextual experience and pay attention to how the robot meshes into the existing social structures and how it affects the context-dependency of the interactions [8–12]. So, one may argue that this approach may facilitate the evaluation of social robotics in joint action and its potential impact on human culture and values. Taking inspiration from this view, this paper aims to explore the consequences of a holistically inspired approach, which we coin the horizontal model, for communication in joint action for human-robot interaction (HRI). In particular, we will explore how attending to the contextual information, real objectives, preferences, expectations and other relevant parameters for the whole joint action achievement can change and improve the study of mechanisms for understanding and producing communicative signals in HRI.

To do so, we show that an important part of the current literature on communication in HRI reflects a particular approach [Section 2-3]. Such an approach, we coin the building-block model, face the design of communicative devices as isolated blocks, by abstracting it from the real context of the joint action. This model is the result of having a divide and conquer strategy and a manifestation of the global necessity of social robotics to investigate several isolated mechanisms before putting them to work into the wild. However, the building-block model, we believe, needs to be supplemented with a more general approach in order to be more efficient in the design of robust robots capable of navigating realistic settings and real-world environments. In particular, we argue that the horizontal model may provide a better insight on some important applications of communicative mechanisms [Section 4]. Finally, we explore the potential benefits of the model for designing more culturally and morally sustainable robots [Section 5].

2. 2. Robotic Communication for Joint Action

Social robotics attempts to enable robots with different socio-cognitive capabilities for engaging and interacting with humans in different social environments [for a survey see 13] and tasks, including joint actions2. This requires both human and robot partners to

2 The capacity of the robots for doing or even simulating the capacities reviewed here are certainly limited. The present discussion is based on tests of software prototypes which are used in very specific and controlled situations or user studies based on “simulated” (scripted out using Wizard of Oz techniques)
coordinate their actions and communicate properly in order to achieve a common goal. For example, the robot might detect the absence of its human partner or her inattention to provide her the information about what she missed without being annoying or intrusive [14]. Such capacity of analysis and communication helps to successfully and fluently execute the shared plan. Therefore, robots need to be endowed with both understanding and production of communicative signals in order to allow knowledge sharing, engagement maintenance or repair behaviors.

A representative example of HRI developments on communication is joint attention, which has focused especially on how the robot competences to follow human gazes or gestures positively impact the task performance and the human evaluation of the robot [15–18]. For instance, in a learning task the participants tended to detect quicker that an error would occur and addressed it when the robot used gaze cues to signal that it had finished its turn and was ready to engage in the next step of the task [19]. Besides collaborative performance, the use of non-verbal cues like gazes, facial expressions, lights or legible motions make the robot’s internal states clearer for its human partner [20,21] and can serve to communicate its knowledge about the task execution state [22, 23]. For instance, the use of lights as indicators to communicate navigational intention has been shown to improve human understanding [23].

Another example is that different strategies have been deployed for robots to maintain the human engagement in collaborative tasks. Among them, a “high-interactivity behavior” such as greetings, use of gestures or lights, has been shown to increase the child engagement compared to a “low-interactivity” behavior [24]. In school-age children, curiosity can be seen as a key element to improve efficient learning [25], and recent studies have demonstrated that a robot exhibiting a curious behavior positively impacted children’s curiosity and engagement in the task [26,27]. Finally, a robot adapting its behavior to its past experience with the user and establishing a friendly relationship by calling children by their names or confiding personal matters successfully led to maintaining a long-term interaction with children for two months [28].

Robotic communication also focuses on repairing errors that occur during the joint action. For instance, facial expressions in robots have been explored as feedback in order to orient human attention towards potential failures in the joint task [29, see also 30 for a review]. Moreover, some current research is attempting to handle failures by detecting human reactions such as head and shoulders movements [31] or gazes [32]. In a nutshell, we can find a large number of studies focused on developing different communication mechanisms to improve the joint action between robots and humans.

3. The Building-Block Model

The aforementioned studies are representative of a common and systematic way to approach the design of robotic capabilities that we coin the building-block model. As a first approximation, the model addresses a given capability or block in isolation from contextual aspects, concentrating on a canonical problem and testing the solution in capabilities.
controlled environments [13]. Such a way to proceed in the design of social robotics reflects the reasonable strategy of addressing the design of a particular block and testing its functioning by abstracting away different parameters and variables that may alter such functioning until the capacity has been proven to be robust enough. However, although necessary, we submit the idea that this building-block model needs to be supplemented for addressing the complexity of communication in social interaction. In this section, we emphasize different aspects of this model and indicate possible pitfalls that it should overcome when creating robots capable of operating in real environments.

A first aspect is the contextual isolation of the investigated mechanism from the collaborative activity itself and its contextual parameters. An indicator of such isolation is the fact that many studies do not consider the final purpose or application in the design of the emotion recognition process [30]. For instance, emotion recognition may be oriented to identify a potential partner’s failure during a joint action or to be used as an input for measuring the willingness to interact with the user. Another manifestation of the contextual isolation is that experimental settings and tasks are simple and unrealistic which gives a cue of the level of abstraction. To give an example, in Huang and Thomaz’s [15] experiment, the setting aims to represent a learning task using a pretty simple labeling task without real objects and where the pointing gesture necessitates a pointer. Such contextual isolation may be necessary to develop the mechanisms in the first place—e.g. avoiding the potential problems of integrating the given mechanisms with other capacities. However, not having taken into account such contextual parameters may cause problems. For instance, in the emotion recognition process, a facial configuration like a smile may be interpreted as happiness or embarrassment depending on the context or the purpose of the mechanism. In the case of simplification of the task, one may obviate the fact that the meaning of pointing gestures or signals are strongly context-dependent and may affect the task (e.g. the learning tasks) in unexpected ways.

Secondly, building-block models often manifest an impersonal approach to communicative strategies which often uncouple human motivations, preferences, and goals from the joint action. This impersonal approach may overlook how these human motivations, preference and goals may vary from context to context, and thus, change the meaning of the communicative signals. For instance, attempting to exploit robot emotion expressions for maintaining engagement could be a functional strategy or not depending on the preferences of the users. For instance, some users may find it fun or interesting to interact with a more prosocial and engaging robot while others may find it intrusive and prefer a more discreet one. An example of the impersonal approach can be seen in Gordon and colleagues’ study [26, see also 28] reviewed above, where they propose an engagement mechanism that is modulated by an intrinsic quasi-motivational mechanism which does not take human preferences or motivations into account. This type of mechanism can generate potential problems when tested in real environments—e.g. people do not always consider prosocial emotion expressions as appropriate. It can also produce unexpected unethical consequences [33] like emotional dependence in humans or exploiting their psychological vulnerability for engaging in interactions.
Indeed, the robot is not able to produce the kind of reciprocity and balanced emotional feedback that one may obtain in real social interactions. The third aspect is the background isolation, which refers to the fact that developments in social robotics usually dissociate the mechanisms from background information that could be relevant for the joint action. Those background information include social norms, previous interactions with the partner, or cultural variability. To see an example, while an important part of the aforementioned studies concentrates on signaling or pointing [21,23], they abstract away part of the background information that could modulate the understanding of such signals [34,35] which could dramatically change the meaning of the sign. For instance, we know that scrunching the nose in a particular direction may be seen as an expression of disgust for westerners but as a pointing gesture in other cultures [36].

Finally, the building-block model often concentrates on a very particular phase of joint action, obviating or not paying careful attention to the fact that joint action is a structured phenomenon which involves different stages or phases. In this respect, while HRI developments seem to put a lot of effort into solving particular communicative problems at the performance phase of the joint action, the initiation and the closing phase are not so well-developed and neither is how the different phases may impose different communicative and informational demands. Studies regarding engagement in HRI generally assume that humans will approach the robot if interested or they programmed the robot to search humans for engagement [37] but they overlook important informational parameters that should be established in the initiation phase and could dramatically change the communication strategies in the following phases. To see an example, consider Reyes and colleagues’ studies [29]. As signaling anger could be an important sign of frustration and a signal that something could go wrong, such emotional response importantly depends on the relevant information exchanged in previous phases of the interaction. For example, if the initial phase of the interaction establishes different roles for the participants, e.g. a helper and a leader, the expression of frustration signaled by the leader may be interpreted as anger or a blaming reaction oriented to the helper; whereas it may be interpreted as being angry with oneself in a case in which it is previously established that participants have the same role. Again, abstracting away the relevant aspects of the environment is a productive strategy as a first step to generate and test reliable communicative mechanisms. However, to be able to integrate such mechanisms in a robot to enable it to navigate real social situations, new ways of approaching the different contextual, background and personal parameters of the joint actions where they are immersed must be considered.

3. The Horizontal Model

The building-block model above does not necessarily reflect a commitment or a consciously chosen procedure to design communicative strategies in joint action for
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3 In Reyes and colleagues’ studies [29], subjects reported to have made an effort for not offending the robot which indicates the emotional attachment that humans may establish with the robot and give a cue of their possible harming results for the users.
HRI. Instead, it reveals some features that the current state of the art in social robotics reflects. The necessity of complementing such a perspective with a more general view is not new [12]. In fact, the horizontal model we submit here is also supported in the emerging HRI literature, which emphasizes the need of focusing on how the specific robotic characteristics impact each or on the context-dependency of interactions [8,11,12,38]. Moreover, the proposed model can be understood as partially inspired by collaborative general frameworks that have been instantiated in the wild [39] and the literature in psychology and philosophy emphasizing the different levels of complexity involved in joint action and communication [40,41]. In this sense, our objective can be seen as a particular application of a widely held view to the specific challenge of communication in the context of joint actions for HRI.

The horizontal model can be introduced as the idea that communication in HRI joint action should not be abstracted away from the entire context and background where the particular collaborative task is embedded and situated in. Accordingly, the model needs to be horizontal in the sense that it should consider the joint action as a whole. It should also take into consideration how the different background information, the robotic and human capabilities and the context interact in complex ways with the communication devices in question. There are four basic aspects shaping the model.

The first aspect, contextualism, refers to the necessity of designing the proposed communicative device by taking into account the natural contexts (for both design and tests) where the collaborative task will take place. Indeed, effects of communicative strategies in a real-environment interaction highly depend on the environmental conditions. If the joint action takes place in a noisy spot (e.g. an airport or a shopping mall), verbal interactions can be hampered and should therefore be combined with other strategies in order to ensure the understanding of the human partner. Moreover, we know that communicative strategies are strongly context-dependent. Therefore, the same communicative signals, for instance opening eyes widely and raised eyebrows, can be an invitation to cooperate in certain contexts [42] while it could be interpreted as a sign of surprise in others [43]. As such, context-dependency may alter the intended meaning, especially in robots for which expressivity is often pretty limited [16]. However, the importance of context is not only revealed through how it alters the meaning of a particular signal or expression whose meaning is partially fixed but also through how it influences the function of the signals or expressions themselves. The function of certain types of signals are tied to the context of interaction or joint action and presuppose certain parameters, abilities or information that define their enable conditions. For instance, certain types of expressions like apologizing, offering or requesting help only carried out their communicative function in the context of joint action failures where one of the partners reacts to such failures with frustration or blaming expressions. In this sense, the function of these expressions cannot be performed if information like the acknowledgement of the failure or the reaction of the partner to this failure is missing. These cases reveal that context should not be considered after designing the communicative capacity to see how it influences the signals, but it must be included in the design process of the capacity itself from the very beginning, since the context shapes the function of the signal and communicative act itself.
Secondly, the horizontal model must embrace a *human-centered approach* to put human preferences, values, and necessities at the center of the design process and test setting. This requires making the robot behavior transparent to the human partner at every stage. Indeed, the appropriate communication regarding capacities and preferences of each partner would generate coherent expectations, reduce uncertainties and increase predictability. Then, the robot could ask its human partner about her disabilities (e.g. disability to climb stairs, to see colors, etc.) and her preferences about a given set of parameters (e.g. speech volume, speech speed, language, etc.). For example, if in the initiation phase, the robot allows the human to set its speech volume, we avoid, here, misunderstandings in case of a human partner with hearing difficulties, as she will set the volume control high or, annoyance in case of a human partner with a sensitive ear as she will set the volume control low. Thus, it will improve fluidity during the joint action. Moreover, providing information to the human about upcoming action (moves) verbally or implicitly by exaggerating its movements, for instance, can avoid a feeling of insecurity or intimidation for the human because of the physical proximity of the robot.

Thirdly, the horizontal model must build its communication strategy as a *situated capability* which is embedded in a cultural and social space, and thus, must be sensitive to previous interactions, cultural variations and social norms. We have seen that proximal context can highly influence the interpretation of a particular communicative act like raising the eyebrows. However, previous interactions or social norms can equally impact communicative acts. For instance, from early infancy, humans are able to interpret differently the same act of pointing depending on the common ground they share with an adult [44]. If a pointing gesture is carried out in an interaction where the child was previously doing a particular related object task, the act is interpreted as a guide (now, pick this object). However, if the common ground with the adult is absent, the pointing gesture is interpreted as a demand (give me the object). Such variation demonstrates that communicative actions are modulated by previous interactions. Moreover, some fundamental elements of prediction and coordination in joint action are available thanks to a rich array of background information like social norms, convention or scripts regulating our social interactions [45, for a perspective from philosophy of social robotics see 46,47]. Such norms can, for instance, establish different roles during the interaction. Hence, communication parameters could be modulated such as a service robot dealing with customers and colleagues must be able to display different communicative strategies depending on the role of the human partner.

Finally, the horizontal model recognizes *joint action as a whole*. As we saw in section 3, the production of a given signal must be affected by knowledge established in previous stages of the joint action (e.g. whether the roles of the partner have been established). Therefore, the studied communicative devices must be responsive to the potential variation of information that depends on stages of the joint action that precede the production of the signal. Indeed, joint action requires the two partners to plan and perform their actions according to the common goal they determined at the very beginning of the interaction [48]. They also need to predict the other’s actions in order to reach this goal in an effective way for both partners [49]. It is thus necessary to integrate the different stages of the joint action, its whole process, from its initiation to
its closure. For this, communicative strategies must be used in order to add, modify and update the common ground associated with the joint task. Operating in a horizontal model of the joint action and so considering its complete process, firstly involves the sharing of knowledge between the two partners during the initiation phase of the joint action (roles, common goal, sub-goals, individual action plans, expectations, or capacities). Different communicative strategies can be used for different purposes according to the stage of the joint action. For example, using emotional signals like surprise when the robot fails to recognize what the human is doing can be used to precisely indicate this inability to the human, but also as an anticipatory signal of a rectification, a re-planning or an invitation to let the human taking care of this sub-task. In addition, Breazeal and colleagues [19] showed that gaze signals from the robot when it finishes its turn and then communicates that it is ready for the next step improve the human understanding. It also allows the human to anticipate and address potential errors in the task. Equipping a robot with such capabilities during the whole joint action would allow it to communicate its readiness and engagement to the task and would consequently help to decrease uncertainties. Indeed, these communicative eye signals can be seen as a form of commitment for the joint action and so for initiating it [42]. Finally, it would produce quicker reactions from the human if something goes wrong and help to disambiguate the situation [50].

4. Towards Culturally Sustainable Robotics

One of the main implications of the horizontal model is that the communicative mechanisms should be integrated with other mechanisms or blocks, especially those like perception or planning mechanisms that facilitate the recognition and reasoning regarding the environment and the human actions and mind. As such the components can nourish one another and improve the overall interaction. In this sense, a horizontal perspective provides the capacity to confront aspects of the joint action that, otherwise, would perhaps go unnoticed. However, we would like to sketch another consequence of the horizontal model, namely how it may promote the design of robots to be as minimally invasive as possible with human values, feelings, or preferences, and to be respective of human integrity. The first reason is, of course, its human-centered approach. Considering the human partner at the center of the interaction does not only mean to consider her reactions but considering the probably unexpected harmful consequences of the robot behavior. In this regard, Brinck and Balkenius [33] have argued that the widely spread strategy of boosting emotional responses in humans raises ethical concerns as much as social robots aiming at exploiting the emotional vulnerability of human users. In the horizontal model, considerations regarding the potential damaging or unethical consequences of using, for instance emotion expressions, can motivate different solutions. Therefore, the robot could facilitate the same task by using other communicative strategies. To give an example, robots could exploit different communicative signals to indicate errors in the joint action or to express concern about the human goals without necessarily using emotion expression, for instance using emotionally neutral but recognizable signals [51].
Secondly, we know that every joint action is at risk of suffering different types of uncertainties [52], so there is no way to calculate all the potential failures and consequences of human-robot interaction. However, as we have sketched, when we are able to integrate our communicative strategies in their context and social situation, we can use different communicative strategies to try to repair and rectify when a problem, failure or potential moral harm has occurred—e.g. providing justifications or apologizing. As such, developing robotic agents capable of repairing their potential moral damage or their failure to respect the cultural integrity of an agent requires a horizontal perspective that gives us a broad vision when integrating and contextualizing regulatory and reparatory communication strategies [53].

5. Conclusion

This paper aims to show the need to complement the standard proposal concerning the design of communication in the joint action for human-robots interaction with a more horizontal vision. This perspective can help us to create more efficient social robots from a functional point of view but also explore different ways to create less invasive robots which integrate human being as a social and cultural agent. In this sense, despite the progress of the building-block strategy to acquire a large number of potentially interesting tools, a complementary model that facilitates the process to deal with real contexts of collaboration with humans is necessary. If we want to advance in creating social robots that do not negatively impact the values and integrity of their human partners, we must start to consider a horizontal strategy to complement their design.
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